
Programming: 
- Successfully execute an easily used and very available SJR 

program bank that all chapters can submit programs to 
- Shared on all Chapter programming docs 

- Strongly encourage MBA and 6 folds events and programs 
to be held in chapter programming 

- Ensure all chapters understand their Potential in 3rd 
degree programming 

- Attend a committee meeting from every chapter 
- Create a regional programming suggestion box 

	

Re-education: 
- Hold a “how to google docs” class open to everyone 

- Have a programming education workshop  
- Establish all of the basics/reeducate counterparts to 

ensure correct education from the basis  
- Have available and useful recourses available- including 

how to make a term schedule, how to create a committee 
app, how to plan an event, etc.  

- Re define programming levels and excellence  
- EVERY CHAPTER in SJR will have ability and resources to 

thrive and programming knowledge  
 

Staff: 
- Keep in constant communication with Barrie and pam 

throughout the year 
- Work well with all adult staff 

- Take constructive criticism and critique well 
 

Chairs: 
- Send out application in September 

- Ensure chairs are being utilized throughout the year 
- Have a chair meeting with all chairs 

- Encourage all board members to work with their chairs 
constantly and consistently  

	

Counterparts: 
- Shared on ALL counterpart programming docs 

- Send out bi-weekly counterpart emails 
o With monthly S’ganit releases 

- Create a Remind 101 account 
- BBG S’ganit chat and a SJR S’ganim chat 

- Available 24/7 for all counterparts 
- 2 Counterpart meetings through term 

- A counterpart bonding  
- Individual counterpart call 

- Attend 1 event of each counterpart 
- Chapter individuation and work with each chapter’s 

specific needs  
 

Personal Promises: 
- Put 100% into everything I take on 

- Proudly represent the South Jersey Region B’nai B’rith 
Girls with pride and dignity 

- Support the rest of the 57th board with their duties, 
ideas, and opinions 

- Establish programming excellence in every chapter  
- Set a new level for SJR programming 

- Create and Strengthen bonds with ALL SJR BBG’S 
- Forever and always remain a damn proud BBG 

 

Communication: 
- Utilize social media to advertise events 

- Strong communication with 57th Regional board always 
- Develop strong communication between myself 

and all counterparts 
- Utilize twitter account to engage members and promote 

- Be an available resource to region at all times 
 

Tournies 2018: 
- Start “Chapter programming badges” that get awarded 

to chapters with things like best themes, best 
advertising, programming of the month, etc.  The 

badges/ribbons will be given through the year and they 
will put on chapter tournies banners. 

- Have a snail mail flyer for tournies 
- Have chapters create official chapter cheers that they 

will chant while walking to and from programming  
- Increase chapter spirit 
- Diverse committee 

- More awards at the end 
- Build off successes of past tournies 

- Uphold tournies traditions 
- More members, more engagement, more innovation, 

more competition, more spirit 
 

International initiatives: 
- Work with all chapter S’ganim on creating programming 

around international initiatives 
- Include more international initiatives into programming 

 

BBGG: 
- Make BBGG fun and exciting to everyone 

- Advertise it differently 
- make it sound exciting and not just sports 

- revamp what people think of when they think of BBGG 

Goals and Ideas  
Putting the pieces together 

Put 

	



 

Jordan Simone Brower 
Candidate for the high and honorable position of 

South Jersey Region’s 57th Regional S’ganit 
  

Events Attended 
Neshef BBG 

- Spring Thing ’15*, 
’16*, ‘17*** 

- Sisterhood ’15, 
’16*, ‘17* 

- Chapter Kickoff 
Fall ’14, ’15, ‘16* 

- Chapter Kickoff 
Spring ’16*, ‘17* 

- 6 Folds Sleepover 
’15*, ’16*, ‘17* 

- MBA ’15, ’16* 
 

Key 
* Denotes Committee 
** Denotes Pending 

 
 

SJR 
- Fall Kickoff ‘16 
- Spring Kickoff ’16, 

‘17 
- IT convention ‘15 
- RLTI ‘16 
- Tournies ’15, ’16, ‘17 
- Winter 

Retreat/Convention 
’14, ’15, ’16*  

- Spring Thing ’15, ’16, 
‘17*** 
 

International 
- IC ’17 and 

membership pre 
summit along with 
leadership lab: 
Programming with 
design thinking  

	

“Life isn’t about finding pieces of a puzzle.  It’s about creating and putting those 
exceptional pieces together”		- Glenn Van Dekken 

 
Neshef BBG: 

- N’siah Spring ‘17 
o Strengthened Chapter Membership and 

sisterhood 
o Helped Programming for every event 
o Led chapter to winning Most improved, BBG 

chapter of the year, and social media of the 
year 

- S’ganit Spring ’16 and fall ‘16 
o Steered all committees for Chapter events 
o Brought Programming back to 3rd degree 
o Made google docs my best friend 

- Recruitment Chair Fall ‘15 
- Gizborit Fall ‘15 

o Held 7 fundraisers (Including spring) 
o Started an IDF and Scholarship Donation Fund 

- Stand Up Chair Spring ‘15 
- Gizborit Chair Spring ‘15 
- Skittle 2014-forever 

SJR 
- Fundraising Chair ’15  
- Regional Sisterhood Committee ’16 * 
- Regional Spring Thing Committee ’17 * 

	

Qualifications 

my sister b’nai b’rith girls, 
Passion. Drive. Motivation. Enthusiasm. Resilience.  

These are some of the core values and abilities BBYO has given me, along with friendships, memories, experiences, and sisters that help me be 
the person I am today.  I wouldn’t have found any of this without the program.   

Programming is the base, the foundation to all the memories and the experiences- the table the puzzle goes on.  Each piece of the puzzle 
being all the reasons why we come back. I want to help you put the pieces together. I want to inspire the programmers of tomorrow and 

give them memories and pieces worth creating.  My sisters, alone we are only ourselves, together we are the B’nai B’rith Girls of South Jersey 
Region.  Almost 300 strong, together, we are unstoppable.  Together, let’s put the pieces together and shed a light like no one in this order 

has seen. 

Submitted with undying love for South Jersey Region B’nai B’rith Girls putting the pieces together, 
I Forever remain, 

 
Proud Candidate for your 57th Regional S’ganit 

 


